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Abstract 9 

Decades of social scientific research has found that women face discrimination in stereotypically 10 

masculine occupations and domains, such as leadership, the workplace, and academia. However, 11 

a recent series of large-scale hiring experiments by Williams and Ceci (2015A) challenged this 12 

conclusion, finding that not only were women not disadvantaged in academic hiring, they were 13 

actually favored at a rate of 2 to 1. These findings raise questions about whether gender bias may 14 

have declined – or perhaps even reversed – in the decades that have elapsed since most classic 15 

research on gender bias was conducted. In this work, we propose a replication and extension of 16 

Williams and Ceci (2015A) to provide additional insight into the questions of whether and when 17 

women may be advantaged in academic hiring. In four pilot studies (total N = 2,459), we identify 18 

two possible boundary conditions that may limit the generalizability of Williams and Ceci 19 

(2015A), suggesting that this pro-woman bias may be limited to 1) exceptionally qualified 20 

women and 2) subjective, non-zero-sum outcome measures (e.g., those measuring verbal praise 21 

rather than allocations of objective resources like salary and start-up funding). In our registered 22 

report proposal, we plan to extend these findings to a sample of tenure-track academics to 23 

provide a more ecologically valid test of these questions. In doing so, we aim both to provide a 24 

better understanding of this highly influential set of studies, as well as to shed greater light on the 25 

current state of gender bias in academia and beyond.  26 

Keywords: Gender bias, Representation, Replication, STEM, Disparities   27 
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Is There Really a Pro-Woman Bias in Academic Hiring?  28 

A Replication and Extension of Williams & Ceci (2015) 29 

 30 

“These results suggest it is a propitious time for women launching careers in academic science.” 31 

– Wendy M. Williams and Stephen J. Ceci (2015) 32 

 33 

Women are underrepresented in a variety of academic disciplines (Cheryan, Ziegler, 34 

Montoya, & Jiang, 2017). For instance, in the life and social sciences women now earn the 35 

majority of doctorates, yet make up a minority of assistant professors (Williams & Ceci, 2015A). 36 

In 1993-1995, women earned 41.6% of Ph.D.s but received only 28.4% of assistant 37 

professorships (Ceci, Ginther, Kahn, & Williams, 2014). By 2008-2010, this gap had actually 38 

widened: women received 53.2% of doctorates, yet only 31.6% of assistant professorships. This 39 

gender divide holds even after controlling for demographic factors, degree characteristics, and 40 

field (Williams & Ceci, 2015A). Further, this gap in achievement between women and men is 41 

not limited to academia, but is paralleled by comparable gender divides across numerous 42 

domains ranging from the workplace to politics (U.N. Women, 2016).  43 

For decades, the dominant explanation for this gender gap has been discrimination 44 

against women in the workforce (Burgess & Borgida, 1999; Eagly & Karau, 2002; Heilman, 45 

2012). This perspective is bolstered by a large body of experimental research that shows that 46 

women tend to experience discrimination in stereotypically “male-typed” domains such as 47 

academia, politics, and the workplace (e.g., Johnson, Murphy, Zewdie, & Reichard, 2008; 48 

Knobloch-Westerwick, Glynn, & Huge, 2013; Okimoto & Brescoll, 2010). This research has 49 

demonstrated that there is a “lack of fit” (Heilman, 1983, 2012) between the traits and 50 
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characteristics that women are stereotypically believed to possess (communality but not agency) 51 

and the traits and characteristics that are seen as necessary for success in these male-typed 52 

domains (agency but not communality; Heilman, 1983; Kite, Deaux & Haines, 2008; Wood & 53 

Eagly, 2010). Because of this perceived lack of fit, women are believed to be ill-equipped to 54 

succeed in these domains, and as a result they are less likely to be hired for or promoted in these 55 

positions (Gaucher, Friesen, & Kay, 2011; Hoobler, Wayne, & Lemmon, 2009; Lyness & 56 

Heilman, 2006; Schmader, Whitehead & Wysocki, 2007), and when in these roles tend to receive 57 

fewer resources, lower salaries, and suffer other negative outcomes (Institute for Women’s 58 

Policy Research, 2017).  59 

Given the persistent gender gap in academia and other domains, as well as the extensive 60 

history of empirical evidence documenting bias against women in male-typed roles and 61 

occupations, it was somewhat surprising to see that a recent series of studies found that women 62 

were actually favored over men in tenure-track faculty hiring decisions at a rate of 2 to 1 63 

(Williams and Ceci, 2015A; hereafter W & C) . This work was highly publicized – already 64 

ranking among the most widely discussed articles ever published by the Proceedings of the 65 

National Academy of Sciences (Altmetric, 2019) – and elicited a great deal of heated debate (e.g., 66 

Francis, 2015; W. M. Williams & Ceci, 2015B; J. C. Williams & Smith, 2015). Although some 67 

researchers questioned W & C’s results and methods (e.g., Blau & Kahn, 2016; Francis, 2015; 68 

Haynes & Sweedler, 2015; J. C. Williams & Smith, 2015), others embraced the findings (e.g., 69 

Boynton et al., 2018; Mulligan, 2017; Stewart-Williams & Halsey, 2018), declaring the end of 70 

gender discrimination and concluding – as did the authors themselves – that “it is a propitious 71 

time for women launching careers in academic science” (pg. 5360). 72 
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But what explains the divergence between past social scientific research, which has 73 

tended to find bias against women (for a meta-analysis, see Koch, D’Mello, & Sackett, 2015), 74 

and W & C’s studies, which documented bias in favor of women? Were W & C’s results (a) 75 

simply due to chance or (b) to the particular design and methodology of their studies? Or might 76 

they suggest (c) that the anti-woman gender bias that has been documented elsewhere does not 77 

extend to this particular domain? Or, alternatively, is it possible that (d) the landscape of bias has 78 

truly changed, and that women no longer experience discrimination – and may now even be 79 

advantaged – in academic hiring?  80 

At first blush, the evidence seems to support the existence of continued gender-based 81 

discrimination: as noted, real-world gender gaps in male-typed domains persist, and there is a 82 

large body of experimental research documenting gender bias against women in these domains. 83 

However, there are also reasons to believe that W & C’s findings may indicate that gender bias 84 

has truly diminished. Although gender gaps in academia and other male-typed domains clearly 85 

exist, factors other than discriminatory hiring have been argued to explain this divide – such as 86 

“leaky pipeline” explanations, which contend that women are underrepresented in male-typed 87 

roles and occupations not because they experience discrimination in being hired or promoted in 88 

these roles, but because they choose different career paths, or elect to leave their careers to focus 89 

on raising a family (Ferriman, Lubinski, & Benbow, 2009; Hakim, 2006; though see also 90 

Dennehy & Dasgupta, 2017 and Dasgupta, Scircle, & Hunsinger, 2015 for evidence against this 91 

explanation).1 Similarly, although there is extensive experimental evidence documenting 92 

discrimination against women in male-typed roles and occupations, the great majority of this 93 

                                                 
1 Important to note is that these explanations do not necessarily posit that bias and discrimination do not contribute 

to women’s choice to leave these male-typed domains – they simply argue that women’s underrepresentation is due 

to them not applying for these positions, rather than applying and not being selected. 
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research was conducted years – or even decades – ago (for a review, see Koch et al., 2015), and 94 

it is possible that gender-based discrimination may have diminished in the intervening years, in 95 

line with documented decreases in other social biases (Charlesworth & Banaji, in press). 96 

Supporting this possibility, there is research suggesting that stereotypes may have shifted over 97 

the course of the last several decades, such that women are no longer seen to be as ill-equipped 98 

to succeed in some male-typed domains (Koenig, Eagly, Mitchell & Ristikari, 2011; Lewis & 99 

Michalak, 2018; Sczesny, Bosak, Neff, & Schyns, 2004).  100 

Thus, W & C’s findings raise many questions regarding the current state of gender bias in 101 

academia and beyond. In this proposed research, which constitutes a replication and extension of 102 

W & C, we seek to further examine whether anti-woman discrimination in academic hiring has 103 

come to an end – or whether there may even now be a pro-woman bias – or whether there might 104 

be particularities about W & C’s research design that explain these divergent results. After a 105 

closer examination of the literature, we identified two key factors that differed between W & C’s 106 

design and most past research, which we suspect may explain the pro-woman bias found in W & 107 

C’s studies: (1) the candidates in W & C’s studies were exceptionally qualified, which may have 108 

eliminated the ambiguity that typically gives rise to gender bias against women, and (2) W & C’s 109 

outcome variable was more subjective than those used in previous research, and as a result may 110 

have been be more susceptible to social desirability bias and shifting standards. 111 

In this research, we test these factors to examine whether there is truly a 2:1 hiring 112 

preference for women in academic science, or whether that finding might be constrained to 113 

particular kinds of women (specifically, exceptionally qualified women), and only emerge when 114 

these women are evaluated using W & C’s specific dependent measure. Answering this question 115 

requires both (a) a direct replication of W & C’s findings, and (b) extending those findings by 116 
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testing their robustness to different operationalizations (LeBel, McCarthy, Earp, Elson, & 117 

Vanpaemel, 2018) – in this case, different levels of candidate qualification strength and a 118 

different dependent variable. Conducting this research will provide a better understanding of the 119 

factors that can give rise to gender bias (whether for or against women) in hiring decisions in 120 

academic science.  121 

Qualification Strength:  122 

 In W & C’s original studies, they contacted faculty members from across a range of 123 

different universities and four different STEM disciplines and asked them to evaluate 124 

hypothetical candidates for an assistant professorship. They created different sets of application 125 

materials, and randomized whether the candidate described was a man or a woman (indicated by 126 

gender pronoun only). They found that the woman candidate was overwhelmingly favored in 127 

these studies, at a rate of 2 to 1.  128 

Notably, however, the candidate described in W & C’s studies was no average applicant; 129 

rather, s/he was unambiguously extraordinary, being described as nearly perfect on every 130 

dimension. For example, in one set of materials the candidate is said to have scored a 9.5 out of 131 

10 on the job talk and interview, and to have award-winning teaching skills. S/he is also said to 132 

have worked with an “eminent advisor” in a “hot” research area, and to be “poised to break new 133 

ground” with an exceptional research program. The candidate also excelled interpersonally, 134 

impressing the faculty and being described as “very likable, kind, and socially skilled.” The 135 

description also noted that the faculty were unanimous in their agreement regarding the 136 

exceptional nature of the candidate’s qualifications, and that s/he would be “a great potential 137 

hire.”  138 
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Although it is interesting that W & C found an advantage for this exceptionally qualified 139 

woman candidate, there is reason to question whether these effects necessarily represent a 140 

general hiring advantage for women. That is, the candidate presented in W & C’s materials, as 141 

described above, is clearly extraordinary – and past research has shown that in cases such as 142 

these, when a woman’s qualifications are wholly and unambiguously exceptional, she may not 143 

suffer discrimination (Koch et al., 2015) and under some conditions may even be advantaged 144 

(Biernat & Fuegen, 2001). However, the average candidate is, by definition, not extraordinary. 145 

Even among highly qualified people such as Ph.D. candidates, many individuals have at least 146 

one area in which they are less than perfect. Further, it is unlikely that groups of 20+ academics 147 

typically agree unanimously regarding the qualifications and fit of a candidate (indeed, faculty 148 

searches often fail, even when a department has interviewed multiple candidates). Put another 149 

way, qualification information in the real world almost invariably provides some source of 150 

ambiguity. And ambiguity, as much past research has shown, increases the likelihood that gender 151 

bias will emerge (for a review, see Heilman, 2012).2 152 

Past research, then, would suggest that if W & C’s candidates were presented as 153 

somewhat less extraordinary, then this pro-woman bias might disappear. This is an important 154 

question for a number of reasons. From a theoretical perspective, the question of whether women 155 

suffer bias in traditionally male-typed domains like academia and the workplace has implications 156 

for a number of theories of gender bias (e.g., lack of fit model, Heilman, 1982, 2012; role 157 

congruity theory, Eagly & Karau, 2002). However, beyond its theoretical implications, this 158 

                                                 
2 W & C have mentioned the question of qualification strength in other discussions of their work (W & C, 2015C). 

However, they argue, based on their personal experience at an ivy league university, that the materials they designed 

are representative of the typical job candidate at a top-tier research university. However, the two authors of this 

paper who have participated in search committees (for job searches that were conducted at the very same university 

as W & C) have found this to be quite an uncommon occurrence: it is not often that a candidate excels on every 

possible dimension, nor that faculty unanimously agree on the superiority of a given prospective hire. 
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question is also important from a practical perspective. W & C’s findings garnered a great deal 159 

of press (Altmetric, 2019) and, as the authors argue, suggest that gender bias against women in 160 

academia has not only disappeared, but that women are now advantaged in academic hiring. If 161 

this is true, this has important implications for real-world policies aimed at creating gender 162 

diversity – both in academia and beyond – and suggests that targeted-placement and other 163 

affirmative-action-style policies that ensure women’s representation in these domains are either 164 

no longer necessary, or may need to be altered in order to address other possible (non-bias-165 

related) explanations for the gender gap in academia (cf. Dennehy & Dasgupta, 2017) 166 

 Conversely, if the pro-woman bias found by W & C is limited to situations in which 167 

candidates have flawless and exceptional qualifications, then these findings, though interesting 168 

from a theoretical perspective, may have more limited practical import, as the majority of female 169 

candidates may still face gender bias in academic hiring. A closer examination of this question is 170 

therefore needed to examine the constraints on the generalizability (Simons, Shoda, & Lindsay, 171 

2017) of W & C’s findings in order to ensure that we do not prematurely conclude that anti-172 

woman gender bias is at an end, or that women enjoy a hiring advantage that they do not actually 173 

have. 174 

 For the reasons outlined above, we wished to revisit W & C’s original research and to 175 

determine whether the pro-woman bias that they observed would be limited to situations in 176 

which the target candidate is exceptionally qualified. So far we have tested this question in four 177 

pilot studies (total N = 2,459). Below, we describe the results of these preliminary studies. We 178 

then outline additional proposed field research that can more conclusively test this question and 179 

provide further insight into the current state of gender bias. All materials, data, syntax, and 180 
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preregistration documentation can be found on the Open Science Framework at 181 

https://osf.io/j8yz6/?view_only=13c23f6afb1444a0aafaf3b2fd55d730.  182 

 183 

Pilot Study 1: Does Ambiguity Moderate the Effect of Candidate Gender on Hiring 184 

Preferences?  185 

 In our first study, we tested the hypothesis that the hiring advantage for women observed 186 

by W & C would be limited to exceptionally qualified candidates. We hypothesized that 187 

moderating or “toning down” some of the positive information about the candidates – and thus 188 

adding a degree of ambiguity to their qualifications – would attenuate, or perhaps even reverse, 189 

the pro-female bias documented by W & C. 190 

 In their paper, W & C used multiple variations of their candidate-evaluation paradigm, 191 

raising the question of which specific design would be most appropriate for this replication. 192 

However, some of their paradigms have been criticized on the grounds that they (1) were overly 193 

methodologically complex and offered poor experimental control (e.g., involving unmatched 194 

stimuli and more than 20 different sets of experimental materials; J. C. Williams & Smith, 2015) 195 

and (2) that the results were likely to have been skewed by socially desirable responding (i.e., a 196 

desire to present oneself as egalitarian and unbiased; Haynes & Sweedler, 2015; J. C. Williams 197 

& Smith, 2015). Specifically, because their within-subjects design required people to explicitly 198 

choose between a male and female candidate, this may have led some participants to suspect that 199 

the study dealt with gender bias. Based on these critiques, we chose to replicate W & C’s 200 

Experiment 5, which (1) used identical materials for both the male and female candidate, 201 

providing good experimental control and (2) asked participants to judge only a single (male or 202 

https://osf.io/j8yz6/?view_only=13c23f6afb1444a0aafaf3b2fd55d730
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female) candidate, thereby likely reducing suspicion regarding the purpose of the study and 203 

minimizing socially desirable responding.  204 

Participants  205 

For our initial pilot studies, we collected participants from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk 206 

(for a discussion of Mechanical Turk as a research tool, see Buhrmester, Kwang, & Gosling, 207 

2011).  208 

Design  209 

As in W & C’s original paradigm, participants in this study (N = 394; target sample size 210 

of n = 50 per cell; 43% women, median age = 32.5) reviewed information about a male or female 211 

candidate for a tenure-track assistant professor position. They were asked to imagine that they 212 

were in the role of a university professor and that their department was searching for a new 213 

faculty member. The information that participants received was said to be the search committee 214 

chair’s summary of the committee’s general perceptions and impressions of the candidate. This 215 

summary discussed several relevant aspects of the candidate’s qualifications, such as his/her past 216 

research performance and teaching skills. After reviewing the information, participants rated the 217 

candidate on a 10-point scale designed by W & C, which assessed the degree to which they felt 218 

that the s/he was qualified for the position and should be hired. 219 

In addition to manipulating the gender of the candidate (man vs. woman) we also 220 

manipulated the strength of the candidate’s qualifications. Participants were randomly assigned 221 

to receive one of four different sets of materials – either the original W & C vignette, or one of 222 

three novel, more ambiguous sets of materials that we created by slightly altering the wording of 223 

the original vignette. In the original W & C materials, the candidate is described as exceptionally 224 

qualified on all four of the dimensions that are discussed: research track record, teaching skills, 225 
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job talk/interview, and interpersonal skills. In the second set of materials (the “Warm Materials” 226 

condition), the candidate was described in positive – but less hyperbolic – terms. The remaining 227 

two conditions depicted the candidate as having “mixed” qualifications, such that s/he was 228 

described as exceptional on two dimensions (e.g., teaching and research skills) but more negative 229 

on the other two dimensions (e.g., job talk/interview and interpersonal skills). For example, in 230 

one mixed-qualifications condition, the candidate is said to have an exceptional teaching record, 231 

being described as “an effective and supportive mentor” and having won a teaching award in 232 

graduate school. However, this same candidate is described as having sub-par interpersonal 233 

skills, having “failed to impress” at dinner with the faculty and “not coming off as particularly 234 

likable or kind.” Conversely, the second set of mixed-qualifications materials reversed the 235 

specific dimensions on which the candidate was said to be good and bad, describing the 236 

candidate as having poor teaching skills (e.g., being a “difficult and distant” mentor) but good 237 

interpersonal skills (e.g., being “very likable and kind”).3 In sum, then, while the former two 238 

conditions described a consistent (excellent or positive) candidate, the latter two conditions 239 

described a candidate with both strengths and weaknesses (for exact wording of all materials, see 240 

Supplementary Information; SI). 241 

Following the candidate rating task, participants completed a few exploratory measures 242 

(discussed below) and provided demographic information. They also answered an attention-243 

check question in which they were asked to indicate the gender of the candidate in the vignette 244 

                                                 
3 Past research has shown that domains perceived as requiring more communal (vs. agentic) traits tend to be seen as 

"female-typed," while domains perceived as requiring more agentic (vs. communal) traits tend to be seen as "male-

typed" (Cejka & Eagly, 1999). Based on this work, we identified two of these domains (teaching and interpersonal 

skills) as being female-typed, and two domains (research and job talk) as being male-typed. To balance perceived 

gender (in)congruity in these candidate descriptions, we designed our mixed materials so that the candidate was 

always said to excel in one male- and one female-typed domain, and to be less exceptional in one male- and one 

female-typed domain. 
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that they read. (In keeping with our preregistered analysis plans, in all studies we excluded 245 

participants who failed the attention check by not accurately identifying the candidate’s gender.)  246 

Results 247 

Manipulation Check:  248 

 Before testing our primary hypotheses, we first examined the mean ratings of the 249 

candidates in the four different materials conditions, collapsing across gender condition, to 250 

ensure that our new materials were in fact judged to be less positive than those designed by W & 251 

C. We found a significant effect of condition on candidate rating (F(3, 316) = 74.70, p < .001). 252 

As expected, all three of our novel materials conditions were rated as significantly less positive 253 

than the original W & C materials (all ps < .001, Bonferroni correction for multiple 254 

comparisons). The original W & C materials were rated most positively (M = 8.3 out of 10), 255 

followed by the warm materials (M = 7.1), then the first set of mixed-qualifications materials 256 

(exceptional research and interpersonal skills, M = 5.4), and then the second set of mixed-257 

qualifications materials (exceptional teaching skills and job talk, M = 4.4). Ratings of all 258 

conditions were significantly different from one another at p <= .003 (Bonferroni correction for 259 

multiple comparisons). 260 

When interpreting these mean ratings, it is important to note that W & C’s rating scale (a 261 

novel measure they designed for their studies) was intentionally structured in a way that allowed 262 

for fine-grained distinctions between exceptional candidates, with only the lowest scale points 263 

describing below-average candidates (scale points 1 and 2) and the majority of scale points 264 

describing good-to-exceptional candidates (scale points 4-10). Thus, the mean ratings of these 265 

four materials conditions do not correspond to the evaluations that a typical “balanced” scale 266 

might be expected to (e.g., a mean rating near the midpoint of the scale does not indicate that 267 
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participants thought that the candidate was average, but rather, quite good). Therefore, although 268 

these novel conditions were rated as less positive than the original W & C materials, they were 269 

not rated negatively. The mean rating of the warm materials (7.1) corresponds to “Extremely 270 

impressive candidate/offer all typical recruitment incentives,” and the mean rating of the first set 271 

of mixed-qualifications materials (5.4) corresponds to “Very good candidate/I am enthusiastic 272 

about hiring this person.” Even the lowest rated of the four conditions still had a mean rating 273 

(4.4) that corresponded to “Good candidate, pursue if resources allow.” On the whole, then, even 274 

the candidates with more ambiguous qualifications were still judged to be quite good – which is 275 

likely to provide a particularly stringent test of our predictions (Biernat & Fuegen, 2001; 276 

Heilman, 2012; Koch et al., 2015).  277 

 Main Effect of Gender: If, as W & C suggest, women now enjoy a general hiring 278 

advantage, then we should expect to see a significant main effect of gender on ratings, such that 279 

the woman would be rated more highly in general. However, examining the mean ratings of the 280 

man and woman candidate revealed no main effect of gender (p = .89), with both candidates 281 

being rated almost identically (man mean = 6.32; woman mean = 6.35). These results speak 282 

against the existence of a general hiring advantage for women, at least in this sample.  283 

 Focal Hypothesis: Gender x Qualification-Strength Interaction: Our original prediction 284 

was that the pro-woman bias found by W & C would disappear when the candidates’ 285 

qualifications were made somewhat less exceptional. Unexpectedly, however, we did not 286 

replicate W & C’s results using their original materials, instead finding that ratings of the 287 

exceptional woman candidate were not significantly different from those of the exceptional man 288 

candidate (p = .23). 289 
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 However, there was a weak directional (though non-significant) interaction between 290 

gender condition (male vs. female) and materials condition (excellent vs. ambiguous) that 291 

provided some tentative support for W & C’s original findings, as well as our own predictions 292 

(F(1,316) = 2.44, p = .119, Fig. 1). When W & C’s original materials were used, we directionally 293 

replicated the general pattern that they observed (albeit with a smaller, and statistically non-294 

significant, effect size: ηp2 = .025 vs. W & C ηp2 = .118), such that the exceptionally qualified 295 

woman was rated somewhat more highly than the exceptionally qualified man (exceptional man 296 

M = 7.97; exceptional woman M = 8.52; t(316) = 1.20, p = .23)  297 

Conversely, when the woman’s qualifications were more ambiguous, she was rated 298 

somewhat (though non-significantly) more negatively than the man (ambiguous man M = 5.84; 299 

ambiguous woman M = 5.57; t(316) = 1.05, p = .29). This trend towards lower ratings for the 300 

more ambiguously qualified woman was true in all three of our novel materials conditions, with 301 

the woman being rated lower than the man in all cases (warm materials: man M = 7.26, woman 302 

M = 6.92, p = .37; mixed materials 1: man M = 5.67, woman M = 5.21, t(316) = 1.20, p = .23; 303 

mixed materials 2: man M = 4.67, woman M = 4.06, p = .13).  304 
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 305 

Fig 1 | Gender (man vs. woman) by qualification-level (mixed vs. excellent) interaction on 306 

10-point ratings, Pilot 1. 307 

  308 

Discussion 309 

For this first pilot, we predicted that the pro-woman bias found by W & C would be 310 

attenuated if the candidates’ qualifications were less unambiguously positive. Unexpectedly, 311 

however, we failed to replicate W & C’s original effect, making the interpretation of our own 312 

prediction somewhat more difficult. Nevertheless, there was a weak directional trend that was 313 

consistent with our predictions, such that the (non-significant) preference for the exceptional 314 

woman (vs. exceptional man) was somewhat attenuated when the candidates’ qualifications were 315 

less positive. In our second pilot, we increased our sample size (particularly in the exceptional-316 
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materials condition) in order to determine whether additional statistical power would allow us to 317 

detect W & C’s pro-woman bias and to more decisively test our own prediction that this pro-318 

woman bias will be attenuated when the candidates’ qualifications are less exceptional.  319 

 320 

Pilot Study 2 321 

Design 322 

 The design of this study (N = 479; target sample size of n = 60 per cell; 45% women, 323 

median age = 33) was very similar to that of our first pilot. As before, we randomly assigned 324 

participants to review either a male or female candidate, indicated by gender pronoun only. We 325 

also randomly assigned people to one of two materials conditions: either the original, exceptional 326 

candidate materials or to one of the “mixed qualifications” conditions from our first pilot 327 

(specifically, Mixed Qualifications 2, in which the candidate is described as having exceptional 328 

teaching skills and being rated near perfect on the job/talk interview, but as being a mediocre 329 

researcher and having poor social skills). After reviewing the materials, participants rated the 330 

candidate on the same 10-point scale used previously. They then completed some exploratory 331 

dependent measures (discussed in detail below), answered the attention-check question, and 332 

provided demographic information. As an additional exploratory manipulation, we also assigned 333 

half of participants to a novel accuracy motivation condition, in order to determine whether 334 

instructions that encouraged accurate responses in the task (see SI) would attenuate the pro-335 

female bias observed by W & C. However, this manipulation had no effect and is therefore not 336 

discussed further in the main text. (Further information is available on page 20 of the 337 

Supplementary Information, for interested readers.) 338 

 339 
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Results 340 

As predicted, in this study we found a significant interaction between gender condition 341 

(male vs. female) and materials type (excellent vs. mixed; F(1,357) = 6.55, p = .011). With the 342 

original materials, we replicated W & C’s effect (albeit with a substantially smaller effect size: 343 

original W & C study ηp2 = .118; this study ηp2 = .025), finding that the exceptional woman 344 

candidate was rated more positively than the exceptional man (man M = 7.40, woman M = 8.41, 345 

p < .001). Conversely – and as predicted – we found that this pro-woman bias was significantly 346 

attenuated when the candidates’ qualifications were less exceptional. In fact, in this mixed 347 

materials condition, there was no advantage for the female candidate, with ratings of the man and 348 

woman being virtually identical (man M = 4.21, woman M = 4.22, p = .97, Fig. 2). 349 

 350 
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 351 

Fig 2 | Gender (man vs. woman) by Qualification-Level (Mixed vs. Excellent) Interaction 352 

on 10-Point Ratings, Pilot 2. 353 

 354 

Discussion 355 

Taken together, the results of our first two pilots provided tentative support for our 356 

predictions. Specifically, they show that the pro-woman bias observed by W & C (which was 357 

directionally supported in Pilot 1 and significant in Pilot 2) was not only reduced, but in fact 358 

disappeared entirely when the candidates’ qualifications were less exceptional. These results 359 

suggest that the hiring advantage observed by W & C does not extend to all women, but seems to 360 

be limited to situations in which the woman is judged as extraordinarily qualified for the 361 
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position. In Pilot 3, we sought to provide an additional replication of this effect with 1) a larger 362 

sample and 2) a different set of ambiguous materials.  363 

 364 

Pilot 3  365 

 366 

Design 367 

For this study, we set a target sample size of 787 participants, based on 80% power to 368 

detect an effect size of d = .2 / f = .1 (our smallest effect size of interest; Lakens & Evers, 2014). 369 

The design of this study was very similar to the previous two pilots. Participants (N = 783; 52% 370 

women, median age = 34) were randomly assigned to evaluate either a male or female candidate, 371 

and were randomly assigned to one of two materials conditions (excellent vs. mixed 372 

qualifications). In this study, we used the other set of mixed qualification materials from our first 373 

pilot (specifically, “Mixed Materials 1,” in which the candidate is described as being an 374 

exceptional researcher and having great social skills, but as being a below average teacher and as 375 

having been rated poorly on the job talk/interview). After rating the candidate, participants 376 

answered the attention-check question and provided demographic information.  377 

 378 

Results 379 

 As in our previous two studies, our prediction in this pilot was that the pro-woman bias 380 

observed by W & C would be attenuated when the candidate’s qualifications were less 381 

exceptional (preregistration at http://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=kn792d). Unexpectedly, 382 

however, in this study we once again failed to replicate the pro-woman bias observed by W & C. 383 

Instead, we found no preference for the woman candidate whatsoever (p = .94). These ratings of 384 

http://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=kn792d
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the female (vs. male) candidate also did not differ as a function of the strength of their 385 

qualifications (p = .84): gender had no effect on ratings for either the exceptionally qualified 386 

candidate (p = .3) or for the more ambiguously qualified candidate (p = .59, Fig. 3).  387 

 388 

Fig 3 | Gender (man vs. woman) by Qualification-Level (Mixed vs. Excellent) Interaction 389 

on 10-Point Ratings, Pilot 3. 390 

 391 

Discussion 392 

In this study, we again failed to replicate the pro-woman bias observed by W & C, 393 

making it difficult to evaluate our hypothesis. From one perspective, the strength of the 394 

candidate’s qualifications, contrary to our predictions, did not affect relative ratings of the female 395 

(vs. male) candidate. However, we had specifically predicted that the pro-woman bias observed 396 
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by W & C would be attenuated or eliminated for a less extraordinary woman candidate (as was 397 

the case in Pilot 2 and, directionally, in Pilot 1). From this perspective, the results of Pilot 3 398 

could be interpreted as supporting our hypotheses. Indeed, in keeping with our predictions, we 399 

found no preference for the woman candidate whatsoever – it was simply the case that this lack 400 

of preference for the woman was more widespread than we predicted, holding true not only when 401 

the candidates had mixed qualifications, but also when they were exceptionally qualified for the 402 

position. 403 

 Why did we fail to replicate W & C’s pro-woman bias in this study? One possibility is 404 

that there may have been some difference in the samples that explains the different pattern of 405 

results. Indeed, past work has shown that the characteristics of Mechanical Turk samples can 406 

differ as a function of many factors, including the specific time of day and day of the week that 407 

the data were collected (Casey, Chandler, Levine, Proctor, & Strolovitch, 2017). Although we 408 

were unable to detect any differences (demographic or otherwise) that explained the differing 409 

effects observed in these studies, it is possible that some unidentified sample difference(s) might 410 

be the cause.  411 

 Conversely, given that this sample was substantially larger than those collected in our 412 

previous studies, it is also possible that the results of Pilot 2 (and the directional but non-413 

significant results of Pilot 1) may have been false positives. In this pilot, we had 99.99% power 414 

to detect an effect of the size obtained by W & C (ηp2 = .118) which would make a failure to 415 

replicate extremely unlikely. Even for an effect half the size of W & C’s (ηp2 = .059), our power 416 

in this study would have been 99.57%. The high statistical power in this study therefore makes it 417 

seem relatively unlikely that this failure to replicate is due to chance alone, and, at the very least, 418 

suggest that the true effect in this sample is considerably smaller than that obtained by W & C.  419 
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 In sum, then, the results of these first 3 pilots present a mixed picture. Although we do 420 

find some evidence of W & C’s pro-woman bias among exceptional candidates, this effect 421 

appears to be less consistent and robust – at least among this particular sample – than would be 422 

suggested by W & C’s results. In our fourth and final pilot, we sought to provide an additional 423 

replication of this effect in order to provide additional insight into this question.  424 

In Pilot 4, we also manipulated the degree of ambiguity present in the candidates’ 425 

qualifications in order to determine whether a high degree of ambiguity is necessary for these 426 

effects to emerge. That is, in the original sets of mixed materials that we created, the candidate is 427 

said to be excellent on two dimensions and to be quite poor on the other two dimensions – for 428 

example, in one version the candidate is said to be an excellent teacher and to have given an 429 

excellent job talk/interview, but to be rather poor in her/his social skills, and to be a below-430 

average researcher. This relatively stark disparity between these individual qualification 431 

dimensions – with the candidate being excellent in certain aspects but poor in others – could be 432 

said to constitute a particularly ambiguous set of qualifications. It is possible, then, that highly 433 

ambiguous qualifications are necessary for the elimination of W & C’s pro-woman bias. To test 434 

this possibility, we created two new sets of materials in which we manipulated the degree of 435 

ambiguity present in the candidate’s qualifications. These new materials allow us to determine 436 

whether high ambiguity is a necessary condition for these effects to emerge, or whether any 437 

degree of ambiguity in the candidates’ qualifications will be sufficient to eliminate W & C’s pro-438 

woman bias.  439 

 440 

Pilot 4 441 

Design 442 
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 As in the previous studies, participants (N = 803; target sample of n = 100 per cell; 47% 443 

women, median age = 31) were randomly assigned to review either a male or female candidate. 444 

They were also randomly assigned to one of four different materials conditions. The first 445 

condition consisted of the original W & C materials used in the previous four pilots. The second 446 

condition was the “good-teacher/good job talk” set of mixed materials used in Studies 1 & 2. The 447 

latter two conditions were variations of this mixed materials condition, which were altered in 448 

order to either amplify or decrease the degree of ambiguity in the candidate’s qualifications (i.e., 449 

the severity of the disparity between the different qualification dimensions, as discussed above). 450 

In all cases, the candidate was still said to be exceptional on the dimensions of teaching and the 451 

job talk/interview. In the high-ambiguity condition, however, the candidate was described as 452 

being very poor on the other two dimensions (e.g., as being a “below average” researcher and 453 

having “poor social skills”). Conversely, in the low-ambiguity condition, the candidate was 454 

described in more tepid – but not negative – terms on these latter two dimensions (e.g., being an 455 

“above average” researcher and having “mediocre social skills”). After evaluating the candidate, 456 

participants rated her/him on the 10-point scale used in the previous studies. They then 457 

completed a few exploratory dependent variables (described below) and provided demographic 458 

information.  459 

 460 

Results 461 

 The results of this study provided clear support for our predictions. We found a 462 

significant interaction between candidate gender (male vs. female) and qualification strength 463 

(excellent vs. ambiguous; F(1,626) = 6.78, p = .009). Using W & C’s original materials, we 464 

found that the exceptional woman candidate was rated directionally more positively than the 465 
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exceptional man (man M = 7.77; woman M = 8.27, t(626) = 1.61, p = .11). Conversely, in the 466 

ambiguous materials conditions, the woman was rated significantly less positively than the man 467 

(man M = 5.12; woman M = 4.68, t(626) = 2.45, p = .015).   468 

 469 

Fig 4 | Gender (man vs. woman) by qualification-level (mixed vs. excellent) interaction on 470 

10-point ratings, Pilot 4. 471 

 472 

 Further, although we found an effect of ambiguity in general, we did not find significant 473 

differences between our three ambiguous materials conditions (p = .85), indicating that degree of 474 

ambiguity did not moderate this effect. In fact, the disadvantage for the female candidate was 475 

actually slightly larger in the low ambiguity condition (mean difference = .39) than in the high 476 
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ambiguity condition (mean difference = .15) or in the unaltered mixed materials condition (mean 477 

difference = .26, Fig. 5).  478 

 479 

Fig 5 | Gender (man vs. woman) by qualification-level (mixed original vs. mixed negative 480 

vs. mixed neutral vs. excellent) interaction on 10-point ratings, Pilot 4. 481 

 482 

 483 

 484 

Discussion 485 

 The results of this study provided tentative (though non-significant) support for the pro-486 

woman bias for exceptional candidates that was observed by W & C. It also provided clear 487 

support for our prediction that adding any degree of ambiguity to the candidates’ qualifications 488 
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would eliminate this (non-significant) female hiring advantage. In fact, in this study we found 489 

that not only were the less extraordinarily qualified female candidates not advantaged in these 490 

evaluations, they were actually significantly disadvantaged, with the woman candidate being 491 

rated more negatively than the man in all three of our mixed materials conditions. Further, we 492 

also found that a high degree of ambiguity is not necessary for this effect to emerge. Rather, it 493 

appears that adding any degree of ambiguity to the candidates’ qualifications is enough to 494 

eliminate the pro-female bias and perhaps to even give rise to gender bias in evaluations of 495 

women.  496 

Summary of Pilot Studies 497 

In Pilot 1, we provided an initial test of whether adding ambiguity to the candidate’s 498 

qualifications would attenuate or eliminate the pro-woman bias observed by W & C. To test this 499 

question, we compared W & C’s original excellent-candidate materials with three novel sets of 500 

ambiguous materials that we created by slightly altering the wording of the original vignette. 501 

These new materials consisted of a “warm materials” condition in which the candidate was 502 

described in positive, but less hyperbolic, terms, as well as two “mixed materials” conditions in 503 

which the candidate was described as exceptional on two dimensions but more negative on the 504 

other two dimensions. We found a directional interaction between gender condition and 505 

materials condition in the predicted direction: with the original W & C materials, we observed a 506 

slight (non-significant) advantage for the woman candidate, but this effect was reversed in the 507 

ambiguous materials conditions, such that the woman was actually somewhat (non-significantly) 508 

disadvantaged in ratings.   509 

 In Pilot 2, we sought to replicate this effect with a larger sample, in order to determine 510 

whether these effects would emerge more clearly with additional statistical power. In this study 511 
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we compared W & C’s original excellent materials with one of the mixed materials conditions 512 

from Pilot 1. We found a significant interaction in the predicted direction. With the original W & 513 

C materials, the woman candidate was significantly favored in evaluations. However, in the 514 

mixed qualifications condition this pro-woman bias disappeared completely, with no difference 515 

whatsoever between ratings of the woman and man candidate. 516 

 In Pilot 3, we sought to provide a high-powered replication of Pilots 1 and 2, using the 517 

original W & C materials and the second set of mixed materials from the first pilot. 518 

Unexpectedly, in this study we failed to replicate the pro-woman bias for the excellent woman 519 

candidate. In this study, we observed no difference in ratings of the woman versus man candidate 520 

in either condition. 521 

 In Pilot 4, we sought to provide an additional test of our hypothesis to help resolve the 522 

mixed findings from the previous pilots. Additionally, in this study we systematically 523 

manipulated the degree of ambiguity present in the candidate’s qualifications. We found a 524 

significant interaction between candidate gender (man vs. woman) and qualification strength 525 

(excellent vs. mixed) in the predicted direction, such that the woman candidate was somewhat 526 

(but non-significantly) advantaged when the candidate’s qualifications were excellent, but that 527 

she was significantly disadvantaged in the mixed qualifications condition. Further, we found that 528 

the degree of ambiguity did not moderate these effects, suggesting that any degree of ambiguity 529 

is sufficient to eliminate the pro-woman bias observed by W & C, at least among this participant 530 

sample.  531 

 532 

Subjective Rating Scales: Shifting Standards and Social Desirability 533 
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 The results of the four pilots discussed above provide no evidence of a general hiring 534 

advantage for women (i.e., no main effect of gender). Surprisingly, they also provide little 535 

support for a pro-woman bias even among exceptionally qualified candidates, as was 536 

documented by W & C. However, these pilot studies provide considerably stronger evidence 537 

that, at least in this sample, less exceptional woman candidates are not advantaged in 538 

evaluations, and may even be be the targets of gender bias. Below, we outline additional 539 

proposed research that will allow us to more decisively answer the question of whether, when, 540 

and why women might be (dis)advantaged in academic hiring. First, though, we will briefly 541 

discuss the second issue raised in the introduction to this paper: that the rating scale used by W & 542 

C may be particularly susceptible to shifting standards and social desirability. If this is the case, 543 

there is an additional reason to question whether W & C’s findings truly indicate the existence of 544 

a pro-woman bias, or whether they may simply have been an artifact of the specific dependent 545 

variable that they designed.  546 

 547 

Shifting standards 548 

 Past research has shown that subjective rating scales (i.e., those that rely on abstract 549 

positive/negative language rather than concrete objective standards) can lead to misleading 550 

conclusions when used for cross-group comparisons (e.g., when comparing male and female 551 

candidates; Biernat & Kobrynowicz, 1997; Biernat & Vescio, 2002). This is because people tend 552 

to evaluate individual members of a social group relative to the other members of their group, 553 

rather than to a constant objective benchmark (Biernat, Collins, Katzarska-Miller, & Thompson, 554 

2009). That is, when evaluating the qualities or characteristics of a member of a group 555 

(particularly a minority group), people do not compare that individual’s characteristics to the full 556 
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range of possible human qualities, but rather to their stereotypes regarding the prototypical 557 

member of that individual’s social group. For example, as illustrated by Biernat and Vescio 558 

(2002), a woman who is 5’10 might be described as “tall,” while a man who is 5’10 might be 559 

described as “average.” In effect, when people are asked to judge a woman in a situation such as 560 

this, they do not ask the question of “Is this person tall?”, but rather “Is this person tall for a 561 

woman?” (ibid.) 562 

In this way, even when people’s objective characteristics are identical, subjective ratings 563 

of members of different social groups can still diverge substantially. Further, stereotypes 564 

regarding the competence of different groups can create a similar divergence in subjective 565 

evaluations. For example, a woman who is promoted to middle management in a company might 566 

be described as “very successful,” whereas a man who reaches the same level might be described 567 

as “somewhat successful.” This can lead to the counterintuitive effect that members of groups 568 

that are stereotyped as less competent can themselves actually be rated as more competent on 569 

subjective measures (Biernat & Vescio, 2002). For example, because women are stereotypically 570 

portrayed as being less competent in math, a female student who earns an A- in her calculus class 571 

might be described as “good at math,” whereas a male student with the same grade might be 572 

described as “average.” Similarly – and more relevant to the current research – because women 573 

are stereotyped to be less competent in science, a woman candidate with five peer-reviewed 574 

publications might be described as an “excellent candidate,” while a man with the same number 575 

of publications might only be described as “good.”   576 

This effect – referred to as “shifting standards” (Biernat & Manis, 1994) – tends to 577 

emerge only when the outcome measure is subjective and/or abstract, such as with “non-zero-578 

sum” measures like verbal praise (Biernat & Kobrynowicz, 1997; Biernat & Vescio, 2002). On 579 
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these measures, women are often evaluated more positively, especially when compared to a 580 

member of a group that is stereotypically high in competence (e.g., men). However, gender bias 581 

against women is still likely to manifest on zero-sum measures, such as allocations of limited 582 

resources (e.g., salary or jobs). In this way, women can, ironically, suffer real disadvantage in the 583 

objective resources they are awarded (e.g., not being hired, lower salary, etc.), while still 584 

receiving greater subjective praise (Biernat & Kobrynowicz, 1997; Biernat & Vescio, 2002). 585 

Based on the above research, we predicted that although the female candidate in our pilot 586 

studies (under some conditions) was rated somewhat more positively on the 10-point subjective 587 

measure, the same pro-female bias would not be evident in allocations of limited resources, and 588 

women might even be disadvantaged in the objective resources they received. To test this 589 

question, we included a measure of objective resource allocation in two of our previously 590 

described pilot studies, which asked participants to decide on the salary, start-up funding, 591 

teaching releases, and lab space that they would award to the candidate. Before reviewing these 592 

results, we briefly discuss the issue of social desirability bias, and how these same objective 593 

measures may help circumvent it.  594 

Social desirability bias 595 

A second issue with W & C’s candidate-rating paradigm is the possibility that social 596 

desirability motivation may have skewed responses, artificially inflating participants’ ratings of 597 

the woman candidate. Social desirability bias refers to the well-documented effect that research 598 

participants will often alter their survey responses in order to present themselves as morally 599 

upstanding individuals (Edwards, 1970; Furnham, 1986). This response bias is particularly 600 

problematic in research examining attitudes towards historically disadvantaged groups like 601 

women and racial minorities, where people are especially averse to appearing prejudiced 602 
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(Monteith, Mark, & Ashburn-Nardo, 2010). Research in this domain has revealed that social 603 

desirability bias can not only artificially attenuate evidence of prejudice against disadvantaged 604 

groups, it can even create the appearance that these groups are viewed more favorably than high-605 

status groups (Norton, Sommers, Vandello, & Darley, 2006) – such as was the case with the pro-606 

woman bias documented by W & C. 607 

Although social desirability effects are always an issue when conducting research on bias 608 

and prejudice, W & C’s studies featured a number of elements that might have made social 609 

desirability bias more likely to have affected their results. They provided no cover story to 610 

participants regarding the purpose of the candidate-rating task, and the situation described in the 611 

vignette was clearly fictional (unlike in other common paradigms for studying prejudice, such as 612 

audit studies, which measure real-world bias by assessing call-back rates for applications 613 

(ostensibly) from members of minority- vs. majority-groups; e.g., Bertrand & Mullainathan, 614 

2004). Because this was a fictional task with no real consequences, participants may have 615 

provided a socially desirable response (Nederhof, 1985). Additionally, academic samples in the 616 

U.S. are predominately politically liberal (Abrams, 2016), and liberal individuals tend to be 617 

especially averse to appearing prejudiced against women and other minority groups (Winegard & 618 

Winegard, 2017), further increasing the possibility of socially desirable responding among this 619 

sample. Moreover, as academics themselves, W & C’s participants may have been familiar with 620 

research on gender bias and thus possibly suspicious about the true purpose of the study – 621 

especially given that W & C, well-known gender bias researchers, recruited participants by 622 

writing personalized emails and solicited participants’ responses directly via these emails, rather 623 

than allowing faculty to provide their responses anonymously. Abundant research and theory 624 
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from the social sciences suggests that these kinds of personally identifiable response formats are 625 

likely to elicit social desirability bias (Tourangeau & Yan, 2007). 626 

For the above reasons, social desirability motivation could have shaped participants’ 627 

responses in W & C’s studies, perhaps explaining the apparent pro-female bias that they 628 

observed. Additionally, past research suggests that scales like the one used by W & C – which 629 

examine subjective, emotional reactions to members of outgroups – are especially likely to be 630 

influenced by concerns about appearing prejudiced. Specifically, research suggests that people 631 

are particularly averse to appearing biased when they are asked to make a personal, subjective, 632 

and valenced judgment of a member of a minority group (Dovidio & Gaertner, 2004) – for 633 

example, when they are asked to rate the positivity/negativity of a minority group member’s 634 

abilities, or to rate their personal liking of that individual. In these situations, participants will 635 

often provide (artificially) positive evaluations of minority group members (Harber, 1998; 636 

Harber, Stafford, & Kennedy, 2010; Vanman et al., 1997). The 10-point rating scale designed by 637 

W & C requires people to make exactly this type of valenced judgment, asking them to rate the 638 

abilities and general quality of the candidate, as well as their personal positivity toward that 639 

individual. 640 

For these reasons, in our pilot studies we sought to find a way of circumventing social 641 

desirability bias. Past research suggests that one way of doing so is to avoid abstract valenced 642 

statements and to instead use more objective measures, such as allocations of limited resources. 643 

Because resource allocation measures do not ask participants to rate their liking of a minority 644 

group individual or to evaluate how good/bad that person is, these measures should be less likely 645 

to make participants feel concerned about the possibility of appearing biased, and they should 646 

therefore be less likely to elicit social desirability bias in responding.  647 
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In sum, then, research suggests that an effective strategy for overcoming both shifting 648 

standards and social desirability bias is to use more objective dependent measures that require 649 

participants to allocate limited resources. Such measures better circumvent these response biases 650 

in order to determine whether there is truly a preference for/against a target individual, using 651 

outcomes that are likely to have real implications, rather than abstract verbal praise. 652 

Design 653 

Based on the above research, we included an exploratory objective resource allocation 654 

measure in our pilot studies. Specifically, in two of our pilot studies (Studies 2 and 4), 655 

participants were asked to assign the candidate a salary, start-up funding, teaching releases, and 656 

lab space. Because Mechanical Turk participants likely have little experience with the typical 657 

standards for these resources, the former two questions were asked using sliding scales with a 658 

fixed range of possible values (salary: $50,000-$150,000; start-up funding: $10,000-$200,000), 659 

and the latter two questions (teaching releases and lab space) were rated relative to “the average” 660 

amount (9-point scale ranging from “Much less than the average” to “Much more than the 661 

average.”).4 662 

Results 663 

In both studies, we found a significant 3-way interaction between gender (male vs. 664 

female), materials condition (excellent vs. mixed) and response scale (subjective 10-point scale 665 

vs. objective resources measure; Pilot 2: F(1,357) = 6.04, p  = .014; Pilot 4: F(1,626) = 7.34, p 666 

= .007). These results show that, consistent with previous research on questionnaire construction 667 

(Schwarz, 1999; Schwarz & Oyserman, 2001), the way that the question is asked strongly 668 

influences the answer: participants’ relative ratings of the woman (vs. man) candidate differed as 669 

                                                 
4 In Pilot 4, we also randomized the order of the objective and subjective scales to ensure that there were no order 

effects. There were none (all ps > .07) 
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a function of the specific response scale that they used. Examining the pattern of this interaction, 670 

it is clear that, as we predicted, there is no evidence of a general pro-female bias in allocations of 671 

objective resources – and, if anything, the woman candidate is generally disadvantaged in these 672 

allocation decisions.  673 

In Pilot 2, we found a clear divergence between the subjective and objective measures: 674 

although the exceptionally qualified woman had been rated significantly higher on the 10-point 675 

subjective scale (t(357) = 3.52, p < .001), there was no such trend on the objective measures. In 676 

fact, the woman received slightly (though non-significantly) fewer objective resources in this 677 

condition (t(357) = .70, p = .49, Fig. 7). Overall, there was a significant main effect of gender on 678 

objective resource allocations, such that the woman candidate (in both the excellent and mixed 679 

materials conditions) received a significantly lower salary and start-up, fewer teaching releases, 680 

and less lab space (t(359) = 2.24, p = .026).  681 
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 682 

Fig 6 | Gender (man vs. woman) by qualification-level (mixed vs. excellent) interaction on 683 

objective ratings, Pilot 2. 684 

 685 

In Pilot 4, we found a similar pattern of results. The trend towards higher ratings for the 686 

exceptional woman candidate on the subjective 10-point measure (t(626) = 1.61, p = .11) was 687 

completely eliminated on the objective measure, with no advantage for the woman whatsoever in 688 

objective resource allocation (t(626) = .12, p = .91, Fig. 6). Conversely, the relative disadvantage 689 

for the less exceptional woman candidate that we observed using the subjective rating scale 690 

(t(626) = 2.45, p = .015) was directionally consistent on the objective measure, with fewer 691 

resources being allocated to the woman candidate, although the difference on this measure was 692 

less pronounced and did not reach statistical significance (t(626) = 1.5, p = .13).  693 
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 694 

Fig 7 | Gender (man vs. woman) by qualification-level (mixed vs. excellent) interaction on 695 

objective ratings, Pilot 4. 696 

 697 

Discussion 698 

These results provide initial evidence that shifting standards and/or social desirability 699 

bias may have played a role in artificially creating the pro-female bias observed by W & C. 700 

Specifically, our findings suggest that while a pro-female advantage may emerge on more 701 

subjective measures of verbal praise – at least for exceptionally qualified woman candidates – 702 

when objective resource allocation measures are used, the woman is not advantaged, and may 703 

even suffer gender discrimination. In other words, participants may report liking women 704 

candidates more, but they nonetheless choose to pay them less.  705 
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This divergence between subjective and objective measures is notable given that in the 706 

real world, objective resources are likely to be more consequential for career success than is 707 

verbal praise – particularly when more positive verbal evaluations are paired with fewer 708 

objective resources. Although it may be beneficial for a woman candidate to be described as 709 

“outstanding” (the scale point corresponding to the average rating of the excellently qualified 710 

woman), if evaluators nonetheless choose not to award her the job, this verbal praise is unlikely 711 

to have any real import. Further, allocations of objective resources like start-up funding and lab 712 

space are likely to have important implications for later career success, such as research 713 

productivity, further grant funding, and tenure decisions (Martell, Lane, & Emrich, 1996; 714 

Merton, 1968). Therefore, even in the instances when the woman candidate is offered the job, if 715 

she is nonetheless disadvantaged in the objective resources that she receives, then she likely will 716 

not have the same level of career success as the (identically qualified but better compensated) 717 

male academic. Such disparities could potentially contribute to women’s lower levels of career 718 

success in many academic domains (Shen, 2013; Weisshaar, 2017; West, 2013), and their greater 719 

propensity to leave certain domains of academia at later stages of their careers (Ceci & Williams 720 

2010).   721 

In our proposed research, outlined below, we again ask participants to complete these 722 

objective resource allocation measures in order to better assess whether women are truly 723 

advantaged in academia, or whether this apparent pro-female advantage may be explained by 724 

response biases elicited by the abstract and subjective dependent measure used in these studies. 725 

In line with the results of these pilot studies, we predict that even in instances that women are 726 

rated more positively on subjective measures of verbal praise, they may still be systematically 727 

disadvantaged in the resources that they are awarded.  728 
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 729 

Discussion and Registered Report Proposal 730 

 731 

 In sum, we have identified two core issues that appear likely to have contributed to the 732 

disparity between W & C’s findings and the findings of past research on gender bias, potentially 733 

explaining why W & C observed an apparent pro-woman bias in their studies. First, the 734 

exceptional nature of the candidates’ qualifications may have provided the one (possibly 735 

relatively rare) set of conditions under which gender discrimination is attenuated or eliminated. 736 

Second, the abstract and subjective rating scale that W & C designed may have allowed shifting 737 

standards and social desirability bias to shape participants’ responses, artificially creating the 738 

appearance of a pro-woman bias.  739 

 Interestingly – and unexpectedly – in our pilot studies we also generally failed to 740 

replicate W & C’s effects, observing little pro-female bias in evaluations, even for exceptionally 741 

qualified candidates. This failure to replicate raises the question of whether these divergent 742 

findings are due to differences in the participant samples (Mechanical Turk vs. tenure-track 743 

faculty) or other design factors (e.g., our studies using anonymous responding rather than 744 

personalized emails), or whether W & C’s initial effect size may have been inflated, in keeping 745 

with the widespread effect-size inflation that has been well documented elsewhere in the field of 746 

experimental psychology (e.g., Klein et al., 2018).  747 

 Another interesting finding of these pilot studies is that the evidence of gender bias 748 

against women was also not as pronounced as that which has been observed in past research. 749 

That is, although we did observe gender bias against women in several of our mixed qualification 750 

conditions, the effect size of this anti-woman bias was also of a smaller size than that which has 751 
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been documented in past research (for a recent meta-analysis, see Koch et al., 2015). This raises 752 

the question of whether this discrepancy, too, may be due to publication bias in the literature, or 753 

whether bias against women in certain domains may be decreasing, in line with the changes in 754 

gender stereotypes that have been observed over the past several decades (Koenig et al., 2011; 755 

Lewis & Michalak, 2018; Sczesny et al., 2004).  756 

 In the research proposed below, we seek to provide more definitive answers to these 757 

questions. This work will constitute a replication and extension of Williams and Ceci (2015A), 758 

building on the results of the pilot studies discussed above. In this research, we will survey a 759 

large sample of tenure-track academics and ask them to evaluate a man or woman candidate for 760 

an assistant professor position. We will test whether qualification strength moderates ratings of 761 

the woman (vs. man) candidate by randomly assigning participants to view either an 762 

exceptionally qualified candidate (original W & C materials) or a more ambiguously qualified 763 

candidate. To test for possible differences between subjective and objective dependent measures, 764 

we will ask participants both to complete W & C’s 10-point rating scale, as well as our pilot-765 

tested resource allocation measure.  766 

 767 

Registered Report Proposal 768 

 769 

Methods 770 

 771 

Power Analysis/Sample Size 772 

To determine the necessary sample size for this study, we first meta-analyzed the results 773 

of our pilot studies in order to determine the average effect size of the gender (man vs. woman) 774 
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X qualifications (mixed vs. excellent) interaction. The estimated effect size of this interaction 775 

effect size was Cohen’s d = .36 / f = .18 (se = .10, z = 3.73, p = .0002, 95% CI [.17,.54]). 776 

However, given the additional uncertainty of attempting to generalize from a Mechanical Turk 777 

sample to a sample of academics, we will power to an effect half this size: Cohen’s d = .18 / f 778 

= .09. We conducted a power analysis based on 80% power to detect this estimated effect size, 779 

which resulted in a recommended sample size of 971 participants. This will be our target sample 780 

size for this study.  781 

 782 

Sample Selection 783 

 We will adhere to the sample selection procedure employed by W & C, with the 784 

exception that we will select a larger number of universities in order to reflect our higher target 785 

sample size.  786 

First, we will randomly select a sample of colleges and universities based on the Carnegie 787 

Classification system of institutions of higher education 788 

(http://carnegieclassifications.iu.edu/index.php). We will randomly select 400 institutions in 789 

total. 200 of these will be Ph.D-granting universities randomly selected from the “Doctoral 790 

Universities” classification category (collapsing across the three subdivisions of research 791 

activity: “moderate,” “higher,” and “highest”). The remaining 200 institutions will be randomly 792 

selected from 1) the “Master’s Colleges and Universities” classification (collapsing across the 793 

“small,” “medium,” and “larger” program size subdivisions) and 2) the “Baccalaureate Colleges” 794 

classification (collapsing across the “diverse fields” and “arts and sciences focus” subdivisions). 795 

(W & C chose to oversample Ph.D.-granting institutions because of their higher prestige. We 796 

adhere to their sampling strategy for consistency). 797 
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 As in W & C’s studies, one additional criterion will be used to determine which 798 

institutions are selected: to be included in the final sample, the institution must have academic 799 

programs in at least 3 of the following 4 disciplines: engineering, economics, biology, and 800 

psychology. If a selected institution does not meet this requirement, it will be removed from the 801 

list and another institution from the same classification level will be randomly chosen to replace 802 

it. (W & C chose to limit their sample to the above four disciplines, which include two math 803 

intensive fields in which women are substantially underrepresented, engineering and economics, 804 

and two non-math-intensive fields in which women are well represented, biology and 805 

psychology; Ceci et al., 2014; Cheryan et al., 2017. We adhere to their sampling strategy for 806 

consistency.) 807 

 Next, the names of all tenure-track faculty from each of these institutions and disciplines 808 

will be collected from each institution’s website. “Tenure-track faculty” will be defined as 809 

assistant professors, associate professors, professors, and department chair-holders, whose titles 810 

are not qualified by terms indicating that they have a reduced or temporary position (e.g., 811 

“visiting professors,” “emeritus professors,” “professors by courtesy”). Following the logic of W 812 

& C, adjunct faculty, lecturers, and other non-tenure-track positions are not included in the study 813 

because they typically play a less important role in hiring decisions.  814 

 Faculty names will then be added to randomly ordered lists, separated by university, 815 

discipline, and gender. For the initial round of recruitment, the first faculty member from each 816 

list (i.e., one male and one female faculty member from each department at each university) will 817 

be emailed a link to the survey, along with a short note requesting their participation in the study. 818 

Survey links will contain a unique code indicating the university, department, and sex of the 819 

target faculty member, which will allow us to track (using anonymized codes) which faculty 820 
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have responded to the survey. After 10 days, faculty who have not participated in the survey will 821 

be replaced by the next faculty member on the list, and a new batch of survey links will be 822 

emailed. Following this schedule, a new batch of survey links will be emailed every ten days. 823 

We will continue this process until we have reached our target sample size of N = 971. Ten days 824 

after sending the last batch of study links, we will end data collection and begin analysis. Any 825 

responses received after this date will be excluded from analyses.  826 

 We will follow the above sampling procedures in order to ensure that our sample is as 827 

consistent as possible with the sample collected by W & C. However, we also note that these 828 

procedures include some potential sources of variability that will shape the final number of 829 

participants that are included in our sample. The most important of these regards our stopping 830 

rule: although we have specified the exact point at which we will stop distributing survey links, 831 

as well as the exact point at which we will end data collection (at 11:59pm EST of the tenth day 832 

following the dispersal of the last batch of links), additional faculty members are likely to 833 

respond after the target number of participants is reached, which would increase our final sample 834 

size. However, despite this uncertainty regarding the total number of participants that will 835 

constitute our final sample, the sampling procedures themselves allow for no variability, and will 836 

be followed precisely. Therefore, although our final sample size may differ somewhat from our a 837 

priori target, we (i.e., the experimenters) will have no control over the size or composition of this 838 

sample.  839 

 840 

Procedure 841 

 Faculty members who are selected for participation will be sent an email containing a 842 

link to the study, which will be conducted via the online survey platform Qualtrics 843 
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(www.qualtrics.com). Those who choose to follow the link will first be asked to provide 844 

informed consent. Individuals who consent to participate will then begin the study. As in W & 845 

C’s original study, participants will be asked to evaluate a male or female candidate for a tenure-846 

track assistant professor position. The candidate’s gender will be indicated by gender pronoun 847 

alone (e.g., he vs. she; his vs. her). As in our pilot studies, participants will also be randomly 848 

assigned to one of two materials conditions. Those assigned to the “Excellent Qualifications 849 

Condition” will view the original W & C materials.5 Those in the “Mixed Qualifications 850 

Condition” will evaluate a candidate who is described as excelling on two of the four 851 

qualifications dimensions, but as being less exceptional on the other two dimensions. We will 852 

use two different sets of mixed materials in order to counterbalance the specific dimensions on 853 

which the candidate is said to excel (however, we do not expect the specific set of mixed 854 

materials to moderate effects, and therefore do not include this condition assignment in our 855 

analyses). In the first set of mixed materials, the candidate will be described as an exceptional 856 

researcher and as having exceptional social skills, but as being a below average teacher and as 857 

having been rated poorly on the job talk/interview (mixed materials from Pilot 2). In the other set 858 

of mixed materials, the candidate will be described as an exceptional teacher and as having 859 

received an exceptional job talk/interview score, but as being an “above average” researcher and 860 

having mediocre social skills (the low ambiguity materials from Pilot 4).  861 

Original W & C Materials (female candidate version) 862 

“Dr. X impressed the entire search committee as a great potential hire. Based on her 863 

vita, letters of recommendation, and their own reading of her work, the search committee 864 

rated X’s research record as “extremely strong.” Letter-writers especially noted that X is 865 

highly creative and original in her approach to scholarship, with comments like “X is 866 

poised to break new ground with her unique and imaginative applications of her 867 

advisor’s theory, and is sure to change how people think about her research area.” They 868 

                                                 
5 The Excellent Materials Condition of this study constitutes a direct replication of W & C’s original Experiment 5: 

all materials and procedure are identical up through the completion of the 10-point subjective scale. 

http://www.qualtrics.com/
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also described X’s impressive teaching abilities, mentioning that she was “widely 869 

considered an effective and supportive mentor by the junior graduate students and 870 

undergraduates she worked with.” She also won a teaching award in graduate school. 871 

X’s faculty job talk/interview score was 9.5/10. At dinner with the committee, she reached 872 

out to everyone, showing herself to be very likeable, kind, and socially skilled. During 873 

our private meeting, X was enthusiastic about our department, and there did not appear 874 

to be any obstacles if we decided to offer her the job. She mentioned that she is single 875 

with no partner/family issues. X said our department has all the resources needed for her 876 

research.” 877 

 878 

Mixed Materials 1 (excellent research and social skills, female candidate version) 879 

 880 

“Dr. X seemed to the entire search committee to be an acceptable potential hire. Based 881 

on his vita, letters of recommendation, and their own reading of his work, the search 882 

committee rated X’s research record as “extremely strong.” Letter-writers especially 883 

noted that X is highly creative and original in his approach to scholarship, with 884 

comments like “X is poised to break new ground with his unique and imaginative 885 

applications of his advisor’s theory, and is sure to change how people think about his 886 

research area.” They noted, however, that X’s teaching abilities were less impressive, 887 

mentioning that he was “widely considered a difficult and distant mentor by the junior 888 

graduate students and undergraduates he worked with.” X’s faculty job talk/interview 889 

was also not particularly well rated, scoring only 6/10. However, at dinner with the 890 

committee, he reached out to everyone, showing himself to be very likeable, kind, and 891 

socially skilled. During our private meeting, X was enthusiastic about our department, 892 

and there did not appear to be any obstacles if we decided to offer him the job. He 893 

mentioned that he is single with no partner/family issues. X said our department has all 894 

the resources needed for his research.” 895 

 896 

Mixed Materials 2 (excellent teaching and job talk/interview, female candidate version) 897 

“Dr. X appeared to the entire search committee to be an acceptable potential hire. Based 898 

on her vita, letters of recommendation, and their own reading of her work, the search 899 

committee rated X’s research record as “above average.” Letter-writers noted that X 900 

is sufficiently creative and original in her approach to scholarship, with comments like 901 

“X is likely to expand the literature with her consistent and incremental applications of 902 

her advisor’s theory, and is likely to add nuance to how people think about her research 903 

area.” They noted X's impressive teaching abilities, mentioning that she was “widely 904 

considered an effective and supportive mentor by the junior graduate students and 905 

undergraduates she worked with.” She also won a teaching award in graduate school. 906 

X’s faculty job talk/interview score was 9.5/10. However, at dinner with the committee, 907 

she failed to impress, not coming off as particularly likable or kind, and seeming to 908 

have mediocre social skills. During our private meeting, X was enthusiastic about our 909 

department, and there did not appear to be any obstacles if we decided to offer her the 910 

job. She mentioned that she is single with no partner/family issues. X said our department 911 

has all the resources needed for her research.” 912 

 913 
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 After reviewing the materials, participants will be asked to rate the candidate on the 10-914 

point rating scale designed by W & C. They will then answer our four objective resource 915 

allocation questions from Pilots 2 and 4:  916 

1) The typical starting salary for a new professor is between $50,000 and $150,000 917 

What salary would you recommend that Dr. X receives?  918 

2) The typical "start-up fund" (that is, funding for research, travel, etc.) for a new 919 

professor is between $10,000 and $200,000. How large of a start-up fund would you 920 

recommend that Dr. X receives?  921 

3) A "teaching release" gives a professor one semester in which they do not need to 922 

teach, which allows them to be more productive with their research. How many 923 

teaching releases do you think Dr. X should receive? 924 

4) Laboratory space is important for a researcher's productivity. How much laboratory 925 

space do you think Dr. X should receive? 926 

 927 

Following these dependent measures, participants will be asked to guess the purpose of 928 

the study, on an open-ended question asking: “In a few words, what do you think the true 929 

purpose of this study was?” Participants will then be asked to provide demographic information 930 

(age, gender, and political orientation). They will then answer the attention-check question from 931 

our pilot studies, in which they will be asked to report the gender of the candidate in the vignette 932 

that they read. Finally, participants will answer a question assessing whether they previously 933 

participated in W & C’s study: “There is a small chance that you may have previously completed 934 

a similar study in the past. This study would have been nearly identical to the one that you just 935 

completed, and you would have received it via email. Did you participate in this study?” 936 

  937 

Statistical Analyses 938 

Exclusion Criteria 939 
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Participants will be excluded if 1) they do not accurately report the gender of the 940 

candidate in the vignette (i.e., indicating the incorrect gender or selecting “I don’t know”) and/or 941 

2) they indicate that they participated in W & C’s original study.  942 

 943 

Hypothesis Testing 944 

 945 

Hypothesis 1A: There will be no pro-woman bias in subjective evaluations.  946 

 947 

To test this hypothesis, we will use an inferiority test, following the recommendations of 948 

Lakens, Scheel and Isager (2018). An inferiority test is a form of equivalence test that tests the 949 

probability that – given a certain observed effect size – there exists a true effect in the population 950 

that is at least as large as the smallest effect size of interest (SESOI; Lakens et al., 2018). (In 951 

other words, an inferiority test tests whether the null hypothesis that there is an effect at least as 952 

large as SESOI can be rejected.) For this test, we will define the smallest effect size of interest as 953 

a Cohen’s d of .1, following past research that has argued that effects smaller than this are 954 

unlikely to have meaningful real-world impacts, either in general (Maxwell, Lau, & Howard, 955 

2015) or in the domain of gender bias specifically (Hyde, Lindberg, Linn, Ellis, & Williams, 956 

2008). In line with these arguments, we expect that this is the smallest effect that could 957 

realistically be expected to lead to a meaningful pro-woman bias in hiring or other outcomes.  958 

We will first conduct a two-way ANOVA in which candidate gender (man vs. woman) 959 

and materials condition (excellent vs. mixed) will be entered as fixed predictor variables, and 960 

subjective 10-point rating will be entered as the dependent variable. Based on the results of this 961 

model, we will calculate the 90% confidence interval (one-tailed test; Lakens et al., 2018) around 962 
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the observed Cohen’s d for gender condition. We will consider this hypothesis to be supported if 963 

this confidence interval does not include .1. In this case, we will conclude that the effect of 964 

gender on subjective evaluations either does not exist, or is too small to be of any practical 965 

importance (Lakens et al., 2018).  966 

 967 

Hypothesis 1B: There will be no pro-woman bias in allocation of objective resources.  968 

 969 

To test this hypothesis, we will first z-score and average across the four individual 970 

objective resource questions. We will then use an inferiority test to determine whether the effect 971 

of gender on objective resource allocation is at least as large as a Cohen’s d of .1 (the smallest 972 

effect size of interest).  973 

We will conduct a two-way ANOVA in which candidate gender (man vs. woman) and 974 

materials condition (excellent vs. mixed) will be entered as fixed predictor variables, and 975 

objective resources will be entered as the dependent variable. Based on the results of this model, 976 

we will calculate the 90% confidence interval around the observed Cohen’s d for gender 977 

condition. We will consider this hypothesis to be supported if this confidence interval does not 978 

include .1. In this case, we will conclude that the effect of gender on objective evaluations either 979 

does not exist, or is too small to be of any practical importance.  980 

 981 

Hypothesis 2: Subjective evaluations of women (versus men) will be more negative when the 982 

candidates’ qualifications are more ambiguous.  983 

 984 
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To test this hypothesis, we will conduct a two-way ANOVA in which candidate gender (man vs. 985 

woman) and materials condition (excellent vs. mixed) will be entered as fixed predictor 986 

variables, and subjective 10-point rating will be entered as the dependent variable. We will 987 

consider this hypothesis to have been supported if the interaction term of gender and materials 988 

condition is significant at p <= .05, and if it is in the predicted direction, such that the woman 989 

(vs. man) is rated more negatively in the mixed (vs. excellent) materials condition.   990 

 991 

Hypothesis 3: Women (versus men) will be rated more negatively on the objective (vs. 992 

subjective) measures.  993 

 994 

To test this hypothesis, we will conduct a two-way mixed ANOVA in which candidate gender 995 

(man vs. woman) will be entered as a between-subjects fixed predictor variable, and measure 996 

type (subjective vs. objective) will be entered as a within-subjects predictor. We will consider 997 

our hypothesis to be supported if the interaction term of gender and measure type is significant at 998 

p <= .05, and if the pattern is in the predicted direction, such that ratings of the woman (versus 999 

man) are more negative on the objective (vs. subjective) measure. 1000 

 1001 

Exploratory Supplemental Analyses 1002 

 1003 

We will also examine the simple effect of gender within each materials condition, for 1004 

both the subjective and objective measures. Specifically, we will examine (a) whether we 1005 

replicate W & C’s pro-woman bias in the excellent materials condition (i.e., whether there is a 1006 

significant main effect of gender within this condition, such that women are generally favored). 1007 
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We will also examine (b) whether there is a significant anti-woman bias in the mixed materials 1008 

condition (i.e., a significant main effect of gender in this condition, such that women are 1009 

generally disfavored). 1010 

We will also meta-analyze the results of all of our studies (the four pilot studies and the 1011 

faculty sample) in order to determine whether sample type (Mechanical Turk vs. Academic) 1012 

moderates these effects. We will first calculate the standardized mean difference (Cohen’s d) 1013 

between ratings of the woman (vs. man) candidate for both the mixed qualifications condition 1014 

and the excellent-qualifications condition for each study. We will then fit a random effects meta-1015 

analysis model separately within each level of condition (mixed and excellent), adding sample 1016 

type (Mechanical Turk vs. Academic) to the model as a predictor. We will then examine whether 1017 

sample type significantly moderates the size of the effect (i.e., the difference in ratings between 1018 

the woman and man candidate) in either qualifications condition. 1019 

Finally, we will also examine the number of participants who expressed suspicion that the 1020 

purpose of the study was related to gender, sex, sexism, or gender bias. 1021 

 1022 

Project Timeline 1023 

We anticipate completing this study 6 months after stage 1 acceptance: one month for 1024 

amendment of the IRB with any changes that are recommended by reviewers, one month to 1025 

collect the data, another month to complete all analyses, one month to ensure all data and 1026 

materials are reproducible prior to uploading to the Open Science Framework, and two months to 1027 

finalize manuscript revisions for Stage 2 submission.  1028 

 1029 

 1030 
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